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Author’s response to reviews:

To The Editor
BMC Anesthesiology

Dear Editor,

as requested, we made major revisions to our article “Nitrous oxide occupational exposure in conscious sedation procedures in pediatric dental ambulatories”.

(Reviewer 3):
Thank you for the comments to our manuscript.

We did our best to improve our manuscript and hope that this version meets your requirements.

Therefore, according to your requests, we:

• revised our article according to the instructions for the authors and STROBE guidelines
• better explained the evidence level of the study
• checked and changed the trade names where necessary
• controlled and corrected all the abbreviations
• inserted the tables at the end of the document text file
• implemented the tables explanations
• corrected the distinction of "." and "," in tables
• emphasized the novelty of the study

Looking forward to hearing from you, I thank you for your kind attention and send you my best regards.
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